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WeatherStrong Outdoor Cabinetry

The sample door photos above are for illustration purposes. Actual colors may vary slightly due to the printing process for this 
brochure. We recommend ordering a sample door to see the color and finish of your selected door style & color.

Door Styles and Colors
Manufactured from High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)

DaytonaMiamiSanibel Tampa

Shell White Shoreline Gray Bluff Beige Dock BrownPitch Black Lighthouse Gray Wrought Iron

Reef Blue Sapphire Blue Emerald Green

Whitewash Weatherwood Dark Ash Teak Mahogany Hickory Ironwood

NEWNEW

NEW NEW
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When looking to spend more time outdoors with family and friends, WeatherStrong Outdoor Cabinetry provides the 
perfect solution. Our cabinets are crafted from All-WeatherBoard and High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE), ensuring 
exceptional durability and water resistance to withstand the harshest weather conditions. Ideal for residential patios, 
decks, outdoor kitchens, wet room, garage, and commercial outdoor spaces. Plus, this cabinetry ships in 7 to 10 days. 

 The WeatherStrong Difference:

Material Excellence: Made in the U.S.A. with high-quality, marine-grade materials that resist fading, warping, and 
cracking, ensuring long-lasting performance. 
Functional Design: Features include soft-close doors and drawers, adjustable shelves, and ample storage for all your 
outdoor essentials. 
Easy Maintenance: The non-porous surface simplifies cleaning and resists stains, making upkeep a breeze. 

Weather Resilience: Engineered to endure harsh outdoor elements, from scorching sun to cold snowy winters or 

coastal salt spray. 

Eco-Friendly: Made with recyclable materials, reflecting our commitment to environmental sustainability. 

Warranty: Backed by a limited lifetime warranty, assuring quality and customer satisfaction. 
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Miami Ironwood
Contemporary Flat panel door and drawer fronts. Outdoor material engineered to 
withstand anything nature can throw at it. 

Miami Shell White
Contemporary Flat panel door and drawer fronts. Outdoor material engineered 
to withstand anything nature can throw at it. 

NEW COLOR
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Miami Pitch Black
Contemporary Flat panel door and drawer fronts. Outdoor material engineered to 
withstand anything nature can throw at it. 

Sanibel Hickory
Simple Shaker Style door. Drawer fronts have routed stiles for decorative purposes. 
Outdoor material engineered to withstand anything nature can throw at it. 
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Daytona Sapphire Blue
Cottage-inspired door design. Drawer fronts have routed stiles for decorative purposes. 
Outdoor material engineered to withstand anything nature can throw at it. 

Sanibel Dark Ash
Simple Shaker Style door. Drawer fronts have routed stiles for decorative purposes. 
Outdoor material engineered to withstand anything nature can throw at it. 
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Daytona Weatherwood
Cottage-inspired door design. Drawer fronts have routed stiles for decorative purposes. 
Outdoor material engineered to withstand anything nature can throw at it.  

Sanibel Lighthouse Gray
Simple Shaker Style door. Drawer fronts have routed stiles for decorative purposes. 
Outdoor material engineered to withstand anything nature can throw at it.
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The WeatherStrong Collection Advantage

Features Benefits

Professional design help from either the comfort of 
your own home or in person - it's your choice!Free online or in store design services

¾" All-Weatherboard® composite material construction

Ships in 7-10 business days direct to the home or jobsite

Factory built to order in the USA

Stainless Steel Drawer Runners & Hinges

Available to be installed by The Home Depot

Built to withstand harsh weather conditions

Speed and convenience help the job go smoothly

Cabinet options help to customize your space to fit 
your needs

Top rated for outdoor applications

The convenince of one-stop shopping to complete  
the project

Soft close, concealed, 
6-way adjustable, 316 
stainless steel hinges

Cabinets  
manufactured from 3/4”  

All-Weatherboard® 
composite material

Wall cabinets feature a full 
height back panel

Full depth 
adjustable shelves

316 
 Stainless Steel 
handle options

Adjustable 
pedestal leg

Soft close, concealed, 
6-way adjustable, 316 
stainless steel hinges

Base Cabinets feature a full 
height back panel

Drawer Box: 
Total 3/4" 

construction, 
sides and 

bottom panel

Soft close side 
mounted, ball 
bearing, 304 

stainless steel 
drawer glides

316 
 Stainless Steel 
handle options

Full depth 
adjustable shelves

Daytona Wrought Iron
Cottage-inspired door design. Drawer fronts have routed stiles for decorative purposes. 
Outdoor material engineered to withstand anything nature can throw at it. 

Wall Cabinets Base Cabinets

* Doors, drawer fronts, and finished 
panels are constructed of High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE)
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